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Abstract:
We demonstrate optical bistability in a Silicon-On-Insulator
two-bus ring resonator with input powers as low as 0.3mW . We evaluate
the importance of the different nonlinear contributions and derive time
constants for carrier and thermal relaxation effects. In some cases, we also
observe pulsation due to interaction between the dominant nonlinear effects.
Such a behaviour may be problematic for possible memory and switching operations. Alternatively, it could be used for (tunable) pulse generation.
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1.

Introduction

Photonic wire structures fabricated in high contrast systems such as Silicon-on-Insulator (SOI)
allow strong transverse confinement of light within submicron dimensions. This optical con#8922 - $15.00 USD
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finement can even be further enhanced in the longitudinal direction by using resonant structures
such as ring resonators and photonic crystal (PhC) nanocavities, in which the propagation of
the light pulse is slowed down. Such structures with high confinement are of great interest for
nonlinear optics, as they allow nonlinear interaction with relatively low power levels.
In the Silicon system - for which the telecom wavelength λ = 1.55µ m is situated above
half the band gap - this nonlinear picture is quite complex. It can be summarized as follows
(Fig. 1): when light enters in the Silicon material, it can be absorbed through two-photon absorption (TPA) and results in a change in the refractive index effect proportional to the light
intensity (Kerr effect). Through the TPA process, free carriers are excited which result in additional absorption (Free Carrier Absorption, FCA) and an associated index change (Free Carrier
Dispersion, FCD). After a while, these carriers will recombine and in the case of submicron
structures such as photonic wires, this is mainly due to surface recombination. This interband
relaxation together with the intraband relaxation effects from carriers created due to TPA and
FCA will lead to phonon creation, resulting in heating of the structure and giving rise to thermal expansion and a thermal refractive index change. Due to conduction and convection, the
structure finally cools down to a steady-state temperature.
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Fig. 1. Physical picture of the nonlinear interactions in Silicon for wavelengths around half
the band gap.

In this paper, we evaluate the importance of the different nonlinear contributions for ultrasmall two-bus ring resonators and derive time constants for carrier and thermal relaxation. We
demonstrate optical bistability for input powers as low as 0.277mW . We also observe pulsation
due to interaction between the dominant nonlinear effects.
2.

Design and fabrication

Resonator structures were created on 200mm SOI wafers with a thickness of the Silicon layer
of 220nm and a burried oxide of 1µ m. A deep UV lithography stepper with a 248nm illumination wavelength is used to define the patterns in the resist. A dry etching process then transfers
the patterns into the Silicon layer. A detailed overview of the processing steps can be found
in [1]. The processes are essentially CMOS processes, characterized and adapted for the fabrication of photonic circuits, which enforces quite different technological boundary conditions.
An example of an obtained resonator structure is shown in Fig. 2.
To couple the light from fiber to the input waveguide of the resonators, grating couplers were
used with a peak efficieny of ≈ 25% [2]. The resonator structure used for the experiments in
this paper has a radius of 4µ m and a wire width of approximately 540nm.
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Fig. 2. Example of a ring resonator structure fabricated through deep UV lithography.

3.

Experimental results

3.1.

Pass and drop in the linear regime

The normalized pass and drop spectra for the measured structure are shown in Fig. 3(a). The
measured free spectral range (FSR) is 21.25nm. From detailed measurements around the reso1
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Fig. 3. (a) Normalized transmission of the pass and the drop port in the linear regime. (b)
Detailed measurement around the resonance wavelength λc = 1556.97nm

nance wavelength at λc = 1556.97nm (Fig. 3(b)), a resonance bandwidth ∆λBW 0.025nm was
derived, corresponding to a Q-factor of ≈ 62500. The resonance transmission of the drop port
at this wavelength is about 27%.
3.2.

Transmission in the nonlinear regime

For the nonlinear measurements, the input power was increased from 0.069mW in steps of 3dB
and from 0.277mW on in steps of 1.5dB. The results together with the linear pass and drop
spectra are shown in Fig. 4.
As can be seen in Fig. 4, bistability is obtained for input powers as low as 0.277mW . Only the
upper arm of the bistable solutions is shown, because of sweeping limitations of our measurement setup. This value is the lowest reported for ring resonator structures so far [3] and of the
same magnitude as the results obtained with PhC nanocavities [4, 5]. However, note that the
latter are standing-wave resonators, which have the benefit of better nonlinear interaction due
to the presence of a contrapropagating wave inside the cavity (respectively 3×, 10× and 35×
higher for third-, fifth- and seventh-order nonlinear effect [6, 7]).
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Fig. 4. Normalized transmission of the drop port for different input powers. The linear pass
and drop transmissions are indicated as reference. Bistability is obtained for powers equal
and above 0.277mW

4.

Discussion

From the decrease in the resonance transmission Tmax of the drop port and the shift of the
resonance wavelength ∆λ , information can be derived concerning the strength of the different
nonlinear effects and the carrier and thermal relaxation time constants. To do this, Tmax and ∆λ
are plotted as a function of the power inside the cavity in Fig. 5. These experimental results
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Fig. 5. (a) Nonlinear resonance transmission Tmax and (b) resonance shift ∆λ at the drop
port as a function of the cavity power.

were fitted using an approach similar to the one described in [4]. From this, a carrier relaxation
7
s with N[cm−3 ] the carrier density and a thermal relaxation constant
constant of τcarr ≈ 5.3×10
N
of τth ≈ 65ns were derived. These relaxation times are in close agreement with the results
obtained in [8, 9, 10, 4, 5]. The different nonlinear contributions to the refractive index change
inside the cavity, which are responsible for the shift of the resonance wavelength are plotted
in Fig. 6. Thermal effects are clearly dominant, but also the free-carrier dispersion effect is
important. Three thermal contributions can be distinguished. Contributions due to TPA and
FCA were already discussed in the introduction. The linear thermal refractive index change is
required to obtain full agreement with the experimental results [4]. This temperature change
can be explained through the presence of surface state absorption at the Silicon-Silica interface.
A surface state absorption coefficient of 0.11dB/mm was derived.
Note the difference in Fig. 5 between the experimental results and the theoretical fit for higher
power levels. This difference can be explained by the fact that for higher cavity powers, the
resonator does not achieve a stable or bistable state, but instead starts to exhibit quasi-periodical
pulsations. This behaviour originates from the fact that the two dominating nonlinear refractive
index effects - the FCD effect and the associated thermal refractive index change - have opposite
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Fig. 6. Different nonlinear contributions to the refractive index change inside the ring resonator as function of the cavity power.
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signs and different time constants. This can be qualitatively understood as a circling around the
bistability loop [11]. The quasi-periodic nature is due to amplifier noise and laser fluctuations.
As a result, the measured Tmax do not anymore correspond to a (bi)stable solution, but instead
to a time-averaged transmission value of the quasi-periodical pulsation.
Due to this quasi-periodicity, the presence of these pulsations could not be verified directly by
means of an oscilloscope. It was however done indirectly by measuring the standard deviation
of the obtained output signal. This is shown in Fig. 7 for an input power of 0.76mW . We clearly
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Fig. 7. Normalized average transmission and standard deviation at the drop port for an input
power of 0.76mW . The blue curve corresponds to a (manual) wavelength sweep from low
to high, the violet curve from high to low.

see that the upper ’bistable’ and even part of the ’stable’ arm are in fact not stable, indicating
the pulsating behaviour. In addition, note that the standard deviation is wavelength dependent:
simulations have shown that both the pulse length and period change with wavelength and
power of the input signal. This would make tunable pulse generation possible. A more detailed
study of this effect will be published elsewhere.
5.

Conclusion

We demonstrated optical bistability in a Silicon-On-Insulator two-bus ring resonator with input
powers of only about 0.3mW . Taking into account the higher nonlinear interaction in standingwave structures, these results are comparable with the best results obtained with PhC resonators.
Free carrier dispersion and carrier-related thermal refractive index change were identified as
7
s with
the dominant nonlinear contributions. A carrier relaxation constant of τcarr ≈ 5.3×10
N
N[cm−3 ] the carrier density and a thermal relaxation constant of τth ≈ 65ns were derived, al#8922 - $15.00 USD
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lowing different nonlinear applications such as carrier-based optical switching (timescale ∝ 1ns
for typical carrier densities of N = 1016 − 1017 cm−3 ) and thermal bistable switching and memory operation (timescale ∝ 100ns).
For higher input powers, we also observed pulsation due to interaction between these two
dominant nonlinear effects. This can be understood as a circling around the (bistable) hysteresis
curve. Such a behaviour may be problematic for the stability of thermal memory and switching
operation. On the positive side, it could be used for tunable pulse generation: optimization of
the input power and/or wavelength makes it possible to change both the pulse length and the
pulse period.
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